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The New World War of the West. “Weapons of Mass Distraction”

By Manlio Dinucci, November 22, 2022

The  media  bombardment  with  weapons  of  mass  distraction  intensifies.  A  few  days  ago,
Poland announced that it had been hit by two Russian missiles, the big media spread the
news, the alarm went off, and Moscow announced that it was a fake but nobody listened to
it. Finally, NATO admits that the accident was caused by a Ukrainian missile, but that’s it.

A World Ever More Dystopian. Klaus Schwab’s – WEF – Full Speech at G20 / B20 in Bali,
Indonesia

By Peter Koenig, November 22, 2022

When robotizing humans into transhumans – they may also cease to be “useless eaters”,
not  even  insect-eaters  (take  note  Bill  Gates!),  thus,  fulfilling  super  Professor  Yuval  Noah
Harari’s dream – doing away with the useless eaters. The Israeli Hariri is a close adviser of
Klaus Schwab’s.

The Suppression of Free Speech Has Close to Majority Support in America. “The Suppression
of Truth is the Road to Tyranny”

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, November 22, 2022

Almost every minute of every day I see overwhelming evidence of America’s collapse as a
free country.  Elon Musk conducted a poll on whether Twitter should allow President Trump
to  use  the  social  media  platform.  Fifteen  million  people  responded.   51.8%  of  the
respondents said “yes,” but almost an equal number 48.2% said “no.”
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Putting an End to Volodymyr Zelensky’s Follies. Let’s Try to Avoid World War III

By Philip Giraldi, November 22, 2022

One week ago, the Ukrainian government may have deliberately attacked neighbor Poland
in an attempt to draw the NATO alliance into its war with Russia. The incident involved a
missile that hit a grain processing site inside Poland and killed two farmers.

Haiti: An Inconvenient History. An Uncomfortable Truth. “Rich Country. Poor People.”

By Cameron Brohman, November 22, 2022

‘The Root of Haiti’s Misery: Reparations to Enslavers’. The New York Times ran this story in
May 2022. The question is why did the paper wait until now, to publish news that happened
75 years ago. Did the newspaper just learn about this? Or, is there another reason for
delaying or preventing the publication of this information?

The USA Caused the War in Ukraine, and Only the USA Can End It

By Bryan Davies, November 22, 2022

While United States  infrastructure has been rotting away and entire cities don’t even have
access to clean drinking water, the Biden Administration and the entire Democratic Party
elite have given over $54 billion in military aid to Ukraine from February, 2022 to the
present.

Globalism and the Contradictions of “Populism”: Immigration Skirmishes Between Italy and
France

By Enzo Pellegrin, November 22, 2022

Taking advantage of an unspecified French openness, regarding the willingness to accept a
quota of refugees bound for Italian ports, it was arranged that the rescue ship Ocean Viking,
with the migrants still  on board,  was sent  to the port  of  Marseille.  There,  “under the
supervision of the competent Italian Prefecture,” the migrants were to disembark directly in
transalpine territory, and then registered as asylum seekers.

50 Groups Target Bill Gates on Farming and Technology: ‘You Are Part of Creating the Very
Problem You Name’
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By Ron Friedman, November 23, 2022

ifty organizations dedicated to food sovereignty and food justice issues are calling out Bill
Gates  over  his  latest  claim that  technology  is  the  solution  to  world  hunger  and food
sovereignty.

EU Stockpiles Russian Diesel Before the Ban on Russian Oil Begins

By Mac Slavo, November 23, 2022

Russian  diesel  shipments  headed  to  the  Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp  (ARA)  storage
region surged to 215,000 barrels per day from November 1 to November 12. It is a 126%
increase from October, according to Pamela Munger, Vortexa senior market analyst.  This
means, that in order to prepare themselves for the ban they instituted, they are stockpiling
the very thing they insisted on banning.

Whimsicality of the European Council’s European Court for Human Rights. Petition for Craig
Murray

By Eric Zuesse, November 22, 2022

Craig Murray is  a progressive Scottish blogger who had been reporting daily  from the
London Court on the UK Government’s case against Alex Salmond, the leader of Scotland’s
independence movement, whom the UK Government had framed on charges of “sexual
harassment” that were based on witnesses the UK Government had induced to accuse him,
but this was a jury trial (not a judge trial), and the jury’s verdict was “not guilty” on all
counts.
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